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We report extensive calculations of the imaginary part of the electron self-energy in the vicinity of the~100!
and~111! surfaces of Cu. The quasiparticle self-energy is computed by going beyond a free-electron descrip-
tion of the metal surface, either within theGW approximation of many-body theory or with inclusion, within
theGWG approximation, of short-range exchange-correlation effects. Calculations of the decay rate of the first
three image states on Cu~100! and the first image state on Cu~111! are also reported, and the impact of both

































It is well known that an electron outside a metal surfa
experiences an effective potential with the asymptotic im
form Vim521/4(z2z0), z0 representing the image-plan
position. If the bulk band structure projected into the surfa
presents a band gap near the vacuum level (Ev50), an elec-
tron with energyE,0 can be trapped in the potential we
created on the vacuum side of the surface by the gap and
image potential. The long-range character of the image
tential gives rise to a series of unoccupied Rydberg-l
states, which converge towards the vacuum level.1,2 These
so-called image states were first detected experimenta3,4
by the techniques of inverse photoemission,5,6 and the first
high-resolution measurements of image states were mad
the use of two-photon photoemission~2PPE!.7–11
Image-potential states are localized in the vacuum reg
of the surface. Hence, they are almost decoupled from b
states and are expected to have much longer lifetimes
bulk excitations. Lifetimes of image states had been de
mined from their spectral width in 2PPE spectroscopy, a
the advent of time-resolved 2PPE~TR-TPPE! has enabled a












~111! surfaces of silver12–14 and copper.15–19
Calculations of image-state lifetimes were reported
Refs. 20 and 21, within a many-body free-electron desc
tion of the metal surface and with the use of simplified mo
els to approximate both initial and final electronic states a
also, the screened Coulomb interaction. Later on, the
that crystal-induced surface states, not present within a f
electron description of the solid, play in the decay of ima
states was investigated.22,23 Self-consistent many-body ca
culations of image-state lifetimes that go beyond a fr
electron description of the metal surface have been car
out only very recently on copper24 and lithium25 surfaces.
In this paper, we report extensive calculations of t
imaginary part of the image-electron self-energy in the vic
it of the ~100! and~111! surfaces of copper, which we com
pute within theGW approximation of many-body theory.26
Single-particle wave functions are obtained by solving
Schrödinger equation with a realistic one-dimensional mod
potential, and the screened interaction is evaluated within
random-phase approximation~RPA!.27 Then, we present the
results of calculations of the lifetime of the first three ima
states on Cu~100! and the first image state on Cu~111!. These































11 796 PRB 60SARRIA, OSMA, CHULKOV, PITARKE, AND ECHENIQUEthe self-energy and, also, with use of the so-calledGWG
approximation,28,29 which includes short-range exchang
correlation ~XC! effects not present in theGW-RPA. We
also consider simplified models for the description of bo
the electronic wave functions and the screened interact
we discuss the impact of band structure and many-body
fects on image-state lifetimes, and account for the poten
variation parallel to the surface through the introduction
the effective mass. We present systematic investigation
the role that all quantities involved in the evaluation of t
electron self-energy play in the coupling of image states w
the solid. We find that a detailed description of these qu
tities is of crucial importance in the understanding of t
origin and magnitude of decay rates of image states. Fina
differences between decay rates of image states on the~100!
and ~111! surfaces of Cu are investigated, and we focus
attention on the role that the various available bulk and s
face states play in the electron relaxation process.
Unless otherwise is stated, atomic units are used throu
out, i.e.,e25\5me51.
II. THEORY
Take an inhomogeneous electron system. The dam
rate of an excited electron in the statec0(r ) with energyE0
is obtained as the projection of the imaginary part of
electron self-energy,S(r ,r 8,E0), over the state itself:
t21522E drE dr 8 c0* ~r !Im S~r ,r 8;E0!c0~r 8!. ~1!
We consider a periodic-film model of the solid. The fil
is taken to be translationally invariant in the plane of t
surface, which is assumed to be normal to thez axis, and
departure of motion along the surface from free-electron
havior is accounted for through the introduction of the effe
tive mass. Hence, single-particle wave functions are take












The wave functionf0(z) and energy«0 describe motion
normal to the surface,ki is a wave vector parallel to th
surface,A is the normalization area, andm0 is the effective
mass. Introduction of Eq.~2! into Eq. ~1! yields the follow-
ing expression for the damping rate:
t21522E dzE dz8 f0* ~z!Im S~z,z8;ki ,E0!f0~z8!,
~4!
where S(z,z8;ki ,E0) represents the two-dimensional Fo
rier transform of the electron self-energy.
In the so-calledGW approximation, one considers on
the first-order term in a series expansion of the self-energ




















2pE dqi~2p!2 W~z,z8;qi ,E!
3 iG~z,z8;ki2qi ,E02E!, ~5!
and after replacing the Green functionG(z,z8;ki ,v) by that
of noninteracting electrons, one finds
Im S~z,z8;ki ,E0!5(
f
f f* ~z8!f f~z!E dqi
~2p!2







The sum in Eq.~6! is extended over a complete set of fin
statesf f(z) with energy« f(EF<Ef<E0), EF is the Fermi
energy, andW(z,z8;qi ,v) is the two-dimensional Fourie
transform of the screened interaction:
W~z,z8;qi ,v!5v~z,z8;qi!1E dz1E dz2v~z,z1 ;qi!
3x~z1 ,z2 ;qi ,v!v~z2 ,z8;qi!, ~8!






and the density-response function, respectively.
Within RPA, x(z,z8;qi ,v) satisfies the integral equatio
x~z,z8;qi ,v!5x0~z,z8,qi ,v!
1E dz1E dz2x0~z,z1 ,qi ,v!
3v~z1 ,z2 ;qi!x~z2 ,z8,qi ,v!, ~10!
wherex0(z,z8,qi ,v) represents the density-response fun
tion of noninteracting electrons,30
x0~z,z8,qi ,v!5(
l ,l 8
f l~z!f l 8


























































PRB 60 11 797SELF-ENERGY OF IMAGE STATES ON COPPER SURFACESIn the so-calledGWG approximation, which includes XC
effects not present in theGW-RPA, the electron self-energ
is of the GW form, i.e., it is given by Eq.~5!, but with an
effective screened interaction,
W~z,z8;qi ,v!5v~z,z8;qi!1E dz1E dz2
3@v~z1 ,z2 ;qi!1Kxc~z1 ,z2 ;qi ,v!#
3x~z1 ,z2 ;qi ,v!v~z2 ,z8;qi!, ~14!
where
x~z,z8;qi ,v!5x0~z,z8,qi ,v!
1E dz1E dz2x0~z,z1 ,qi ,v!
3@v~z,z1 ;qi!1Kxc~z1 ,z2 ;qi ,v!#
3x~z2 ,z8,qi ,v!. ~15!
Here, Kxc(z,z8;qi ,v) represents the two-dimensional Fo
rier transform of the XC kernelKxc(r ,r 8;v), which accounts
through Eqs.~14! and ~15! for the reduction in the electron
electron interaction due to the existence of short-range
effects associated to the probe electron and to screening
trons, respectively. In the static limit (v→0), density-
functional theory~DFT! ~Ref. 31! shows that32





whereExc@n# represents the XC energy functional andn0(r )
is the actual density of the electron system. In the loc
density approximation~LDA !, the XC kernel is approxi-






whereExc@n# now represents the XC energy of a homog
neous electron gas of densityn.33 Introduction of this static
XC kernel into Eq.~15! represents an adiabatic extension
the LDA to finite frequencies, and yields the so-called tim
dependent LDA~TDLDA !.34
The single-particle wave functionsf i(z) entering Eqs.
~4!, ~6!, and~11! are simply eigenfunctions of a one-electro
Hamiltonian. In the particular case of the RPA,f i(z) are
self-consistent eigenfunctions of the one-electron Har
Hamiltonian, and within TDLDA they are obtained by sol





Neither the Hartree self-consistent eigenfunctions nor
LDA wave functions produce the correct imagelik










For a realistic description of the metal surface, we so
for f i(z) a single-particle time-independent Schro¨dinger
equation with the one-dimensional model potential sugges
in Ref. 35, which approaches, far outside the surface,
classical image potential. This one-dimensional potential
four adjustable parameters, which are chosen so as to re
duce the width and position of the energy gap at theḠ point
(ki50) and, also, the binding energies of both then50
crystal-induced surface state atḠ and the first (n51) image-
potential induced state. Probability amplitudes of then51
image state on Li~110! and Cu~100!, as obtained with use o
this model potential, have been found to be in excell
agreement with first principles pseudopotential35 and
all-electron36 calculations, respectively.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Input of our calculation of image-state decay rates,
given by Eq.~4!, are the image-state wave functionf0(z)
and the image-electron self-energyS(z,z8;ki,E0). We use
films of up to 50 layers of atoms and 80 interlayer-spac
vacuum intervals, thereby ensuring that finite-slab effects
negligible. Image-state wave functions are taken to be eig
functions of the one-dimensional model Hamiltonian d
scribed above~MP!. For the evaluation of the image-electro
self-energy, we use in Eq.~6! either the MP wave functions
or the self-consistentjellium LDA eigenfunctions of the one-
electron Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian without~J! and with ~JG!
the restriction that only final states with energy« f lying be-
low the projected band gap are allowed. The screened in
action entering Eq.~6! is evaluated either within the
specular-reflection model~SRM! of Ritchie and Marusak,37
with use of the approximate surface response function
Persson and Zaremba~PZ!,38 or within the self-consisten
approaches of Eqs.~8! and ~14! with the single-particle
eigenstates entering Eq.~11! being MP wave functions.
Probability densities,uf0(z)u2, for the n51 image state
on the~100! and ~111! surfaces of Cu, as obtained with us
of the one-dimensional model potential of Ref. 35, are r
resented in Fig. 1. In the case of Cu~100! ~dotted line!, the
FIG. 1. Probability density of then51 image state on Cu~100!
~dotted line! and Cu~111! ~solid line!, as obtained with use of the
one-dimensional model potential of Ref. 35. The crystal edgez
50) has been chosen to be located half an interlayer spacing
yond the last atomic layer. Full circles represent the atomic p




































11 798 PRB 60SARRIA, OSMA, CHULKOV, PITARKE, AND ECHENIQUEn51 probability density has a maximum at 3.8 Å outsi
the crystal edge (z50), which we choose to be located ha
a lattice spacing beyond the last atomic layer, and the p
etration into the bulk (z,0) crystal is found to be of 5%. On
the ~100! surface of Cu, then51 image state is close to th
center of the projected band gap,10 which results in a very
small penetration into the bulk. However, then51 image
state on Cu~111! ~solid line! is located right at the top of the
gap,10 the solution in the bulk is ans-like wave function with
the matching at the surface occurring at minimum amplitu
the maximum of the probability-density in the vacuum
closer from the surface, at 2.3 Å, than in the case
Cu~100!, and the penetration into the bulk is found to be
22%. The first image state on Cu~100! and Cu~111! has bind-
ing energies of 0.57 and 0.82 eV, respectively.
Figure 2 shows fullGW-RPA calculations of the imagi
nary part of the n51 image-electron self-energ
Im@2S(z,z8;ki50,E0)# in the vicinity of the ~100! and
~111! surfaces of Cu, as obtained from Eq.~6! with use of
MP wave functions both in Eq.~6! and Eq.~11! and with all
effective masses set equal to the free-electron mass.
imaginary part of the electron self-energy is represented
this figure as a function ofzand for a fixed value ofz8. In the
FIG. 2. Imaginary part of then51 image-electronGW-RPA
self-energy Im@2S(z,z8;ki50,E0)#, versusz, in the vicinity of the
~100! and~111! surfaces of Cu, as obtained from Eq.~6! with use of
MP wave functions both in Eq.~6! and Eq.~11! and with all effec-
tive masses set equal to the free-electron mass.z8 is fixed at25






top panel,z8 is fixed at about three atomic layers (z8;
25 Å) within the bulk, showing that Im(2S) has a maxi-
mum atz5z8, as in the case of a homogeneous electron g
Whenz8 is fixed at the crystal edge (z8;0), as shown in the
middle panel of Fig. 2, we find that Im(2S) is still maxi-
mum atz5z8, but the magnitude of this maximum is no
enhanced. The bottom panel of Fig. 2 corresponds toz8 be-
ing fixed at about three atomic layers (z8;5 Å) from the
surface into the vacuum. In this case, the maximum mag
tude of Im(2S) occurs atz;0 rather than forz5z8, show-
ing a highly nonlocal behavior of the imaginary part of th
electron self-energy at the surface. This nonlocality of
cusp of Im(2S) was also shown by Deiszet al.,39 within a
free-electron~jellium! description of the surface.
The magnitude of the maximum of Im(2S) is plotted in
Fig. 3, as a function ofz8, showing that it is an oscillating
function of z8 within the bulk and reaches its highest valu
near the surface. The oscillatory behavior within the bulk
dictated by the periodicity of final-state wave functio
f f(z) in the crystal, and the highest value near the crys
edge is the result of electron-hole pair creation taking pl
mainly in the vicinity of the surface. We note that the ma
nitude of Im(2S) near the surface is larger for Cu~111! than
for Cu~100!, although the band gap on Cu~111! extends be-
low the Fermi level, thus the available phase space on
surface becomes highly restricted. However, while
crystal-inducedn50 surface state on Cu~100! is located out-
side the projected band gap and represents, therefore,
called surface resonance, then50 surface state on Cu~111!
is located within the band gap and provides an import
channel for the decay of image states. As a result, the im
nary part of the image-electron self-energy near the~111!
surface of Cu is largely enhanced. This is illustrated in F
4, where contributions to the magnitude of the maximu
Im(2S) of the n51 image state on Cu~111! have been
plotted separately, according to whether transitions to b
states~dotted line! or to then50 surface state~dashed line!
occur.
Now we focus on the evaluation of image-state lifetime
and we set the wave vector of the image electron paralle
the surface,ki , equal to zero. Coupling of the image sta
FIG. 3. Maximum of the imaginary part of then51 image-
electronGW-RPA self-energy Im@2S(z,z8;ki50,E0)#, versusz8,
in the vicinity of the ~100! ~dotted lines! and ~111! ~solid lines!
surfaces of Cu, obtained as in Fig. 2. Vertical dotted and solid li


















































PRB 60 11 799SELF-ENERGY OF IMAGE STATES ON COPPER SURFACESwith the crystal occurs through the penetration of the ima
state wave function into the solid and, also, through the e
nescent tails of bulk states outside the crystal. Accordin
we have calculated separately the various contribution
the damping rate by confining the integral in Eq.~4! to either







21 , and t inter
21 represent bulk, vacuum, an
interference contributions, respectively. The results of
calculations for the decay rate of then51 image state on the
~100! and~111! surfaces of Cu are presented in Tables I,
and III.
In order to investigate the impact of band structure effe
on the damping rate of image states, we present in Tab
the results of our fullGW-RPA calculations for the deca
rate of then51 image state on Cu~100!, as obtained from
Eq. ~4! with use of either J, JG, or MP wave functions in E
~6!, with use of MP wave functions in Eq.~11!, and with all
effective masses set equal to the free-electron mass. Foqi
.A2(E02Eg) (Eg represents the bottom of the project
band gap! all final states with energyEf,E0 lie below the
gap, thereby bulk and interference contributions to the de
rate remain nearly unaffected by this restriction. However
the coupling of the image state with the crystal occurr
through the tails of bulk states outside the crystal is expec
to be dominated by vertical transitions (qi;0), the vacuum
contribution to the decay rate becomes noticeably smalle
FIG. 4. As in Fig. 4, for the separate contributions to the m
nitude of the maxiumum of Im@2S# of then51 image electron on
Cu~111!, according to whether transitions to bulk states~dotted
line! or to then50 surface state~dashed line! occur.
TABLE I. GW-RPA decay rates, in linewidth units (meV), o
the n51 image state on Cu~100!, as obtained from Eqs.~4!, ~6!,
~8!, and ~10!. Effective masses have been set equal to the fr
electron mass (mf51). All wave functions entering Eqs.~4! and
~11! have been chosen to be MP wave functions, and the final-s
wave functions entering Eq.~6! have been taken to be either J, J
or MP wave functions~see the text!.
f f(z) Bulk Vacuum Inter. Total
J 21 58 212 67
JG 19.5 13 211 21.5













final states lying within the projected band gap are not
lowed, and this restriction results in a total decay rate tha
smaller by a factor of;3. However, the decay rate is near
insensitive to the actual choice of the one-particle wave fu
tions entering Eq.~6!, as long as only final states lying belo
the projected band gap are included in thejellium calcula-
tion. We have also performed calculations with use of eit
J or JG wave functions in Eq.~11!, and have found that the
decay rate is insensitive to the actual choice of the o
particle wave functions entering Eq.~11!. In the case of the
~111! surface of Cu, the bottom of the projected band gap
located just below the Fermi level, and both the existence
then50 surface state, not present within a jellium model
the surface, and the restricted available phase space p
key role in the determination of then51 image-state decay
rate.
In Tables II and III we present the results of our calcu
tions for the decay rate of then51 image state on Cu~100!
and Cu~111!, respectively, as obtained from Eq.~4! with use
of MP wave functions in both Eqs.~6! and~11!. First of all,
we set all effective masses equal to the free-electron m




TABLE II. Decay rates, in linewidth units (meV), of then51
image state on Cu~100!, together with the experimentally dete
mined decay rate of Refs. 18 and 19. All the wave functions en
ing Eqs.~4!, ~6!, and~11! have been chosen to be MP wave fun
tions. Effective masses have been set equal to either the
electron mass (mf51) or to realistic values for all available fina
states (mfÞ1). Five different models for the description of th
screened interaction have been used: the specular reflection m
~SRM!,37 the model of Persson and Zaremba~PZ!,38 and three self-
consistent many-body approaches,GW-RPA, GW-TDLDA, and
GWG-TDLDA.
mf W Bulk Vacuum Inter. Total Exp.
51 SRM 18 3 24 17
51 PZ 55 55
51 GW-RPA 24 14 216 22
51 GW-TDLDA 26.5 14 216 24.5
51 GWG-TDLDA 23.5 14 216 21.5
Þ1 GW-RPA 7 11.5 21 17.5
Þ1 GWG-TDLDA 6.5 11.5 21 17 16.5
TABLE III. As in Table II, but for Cu~111! and together with
the decay rate experimentally determined for this surface of cop
~Ref. 17! at low temperature,T525 K. Contributions to the line-
width from decay into bulk states lying below the bottom of t
projected band gap, thereby excluding the contribution from de
into then50 intrinsic surface state, are displayed in parenthese
mf W Bulk Vacuum Inter. Total Exp.
51 SRM 46~34! 12~1! 222(25) 36~30!
51 PZ 57~2! 57~2!
51 GW-RPA 44~28! 47~5! 254(212) 37~21!
51 GW-TDLDA 43 42 245 40
51 GWG-TDLDA 43.5 47 254 36.5
Þ1 GW-RPA 32~24! 34~5! 237(212) 29~17!












































































11 800 PRB 60SARRIA, OSMA, CHULKOV, PITARKE, AND ECHENIQUEscreened interaction plays in the coupling of image sta
with the solid. Hence, we use three different models for
evaluation of W(z,z8;qi ,v). First, the specular-reflectio
model~SRM! of Ritchie and Marusak37 has been considered
thereby assuming that bulk electrons are specularly refle
at the surface with no interference between ingoing and
going waves. Secondly, for the vacuum contribution to
decay rate (z.0, z8.0) the surface response function su
gested by Persson and Zaremba38 ~PZ! has been used. Fi
nally, the screened interaction has been evaluated from
~8! by solving the RPA integral equation@Eq. ~10!# for the
density-response function (GW-RPA).
We note that simplified jellium models~SRM and PZ! for
the evaluation of the screened interaction yield unreali
results for the image-state lifetime. Bulk contributions to t
linewidth are approximately well described within the spec
lar reflection model, small differences resulting from an a
proximate description, within this model, of the so-call
bregenzungeffects. However, as within this model quantum
mechanical details of the surface are ignored, it fails to
scribe both vacuum and interference contributions to the
cay rate. These quantum-mechanical details of the sur
are approximately taken into account within the PZ jelliu
model, thereby resulting in a better approximation for t
vacuum contribution to the decay rate than the SRM,
within the PZ model one neglects the coupling of the ima
state with the crystal that occurs through the penetration
the image-state wave function into the solid. Discrepanc
between vacuum contributions obtained within this mo
and our more realistic full RPA calculations appear as a
sult of the jellium model of Ref. 38 being accurate only f
qi /qF and v/EF!1 (qF is the Fermi momentum, i.e.,EF
5qF
2/2).
Now we look at the impact of short-range XC effec
which are well-known to reduce electron-electron inter
tions both between the image electron and the electron
and between screening electrons themselves. Hence, we
set all effective masses equal to the free-electron mass
introduce MP wave functions into Eqs.~6! and ~11!, and
compare theGW-RPA calculations described above with th
results that we obtain from either Eq.~8! (GW) or Eq. ~14!
(GWG) by using the density-response function of Eq.~15!
with the LDA XC kernel of Eq.~17! ~TDLDA !. An inspec-
tion of the results presented in Tables I and II indicates t
the existence of XC effects between screening electrons
hances the decay probability of image states. Neverthe
this enhancement is more than compensated for by the l
reduction of the decay rate produced by the presence of a
hole around the image-state electron. Consequen
GW-RPA calculations produce decay rates that are lar
than their more realisticGWG-TDLDA counterparts by no
more than;5% in both~100! and ~111! surfaces of Cu.
Finally, we account for potential variation parallel to th
surface through the introduction of a realistic effective ma
The dispersionE0(ki) of image states has been determin
experimentally with the use of inverse photoemission te
niques at off-normal emission,10 showing that the effective
mass of image states in both Cu~100! and Cu~111! are;1,
i.e., the free-electron mass. Measurements of the disper
of the n50 surface resonance/state on the~100! and ~111!



































0.42, respectively,40–42 and for bulk states entering Eq.~6!
we have chosen to increase the effective mass from our c
puted value ofmf50.40 and 0.22 at the bottom of the gap
Cu~100! and Cu~111!, respectively, tomf51 at the bottom
of the valence band. As the effective mass of all availa
final states is smaller than the free-electron mass, then51
image-state decay rate of both Cu~100! and Cu~111! is found
to be about 20225 % smaller than in the case of free
electron behavior along the surface (mf51). On the one
hand, there is the effect of the decrease of the available p
space, which is easily found to scale asAmf . On the other
hand, as the effective mass decreases, the decay from
image state occurs, for a given energy transfer, thro
smaller parallel momentum transfer, which may result in
ther enlarged or diminished screened interactions, depen
on the magnitude of momentum and energy transfers.
results also indicate thatGW-RPA andGWG-TDLDA cal-
culations nearly coincide, as in the case of free-electron
havior along the surface, which is a consequence of the c
petition between XC effects associated to the image-s
electron and to screening electrons themselv
GWG-TDLDA calculations, as obtained with use of realist
effective masses for the description of final-state wave fu
ions, yield decay rates of then51 image state on Cu~100!
and Cu~111! of 17 and 28.5 meV, respectively, in excelle
agreement with the experimentally determined lifetimes43 of
4066,18,19 and 2263 fs.17
With the aim of investigating the role that the variou
available bulk and surface states play in the decay of ima
potential states, now we focus on our fullGW-RPA calcu-
lation of then51 image-state decay rate. Figure 5 exhib
t f
21 separate contributions to21 from all final states lying
below the projected band gap in Cu~100! ~curves with
circles! and Cu~111! ~curves with squares!, as obtained with
the final-state effective mass set equal to the free-elec
mass~solid lines! and with use of realistic values formf
~dashed lines!. In the case of Cu~111!, there is still a large
contribution tot21 from the decay of then51 image state
into the crystal-inducedn50 surface state, lying within the
projected band gap, which approximately represents 40%
the total decay rate. Figures 5~a!, 5~b!, 5~c! and ~d! exhibit
bulk, vacuum, interference, and total contributions tot f
21 .
As then51 image-state wave-function overlap with the bu
is larger in Cu~111! than in the case of Cu~100!, bulk con-
tributions to t f
21 decay rates are much larger for Cu~111!
than for Cu~100!, as illustrated in Fig. 5~a!. However, the
large bulk-state overlap in Cu~111! is partially counterbal-
anced by the band gap extending on the~111! surface of Cu
below the Fermi level. On the other hand, vacuum and in
ference contributions to the decay rate in both surfaces of
are comparable in magnitude and opposite in sign, yield
total decay rates that differ little from the bulk contributio
We also note that the total decay rate in Cu~100! ~22 and
17.5 meV, withmf51 andmfÞ1, respectively! nearly co-
incides with the( ft f
21 contribution from all bulk states in
Cu~111! ~21 and 17 meV). Hence, differences between to
decay rates in Cu~100! and Cu~111! appear as a consequen
of the presence of then50 surface state on Cu~111!, which
provides a key channel for the decay mechanism.
PRB 60 11 801SELF-ENERGY OF IMAGE STATES ON COPPER SURFACESFIG. 5. ~a! Bulk, ~b! vacuum,~c! interference, and~d! total contributions to theGW-RPA damping ratet21 coming from the decay into
the variousf available states lying below the projected band gap in Cu~100! ~curves with circles! and Cu~111! ~curves with squares!, as
obtained with the final-state effective mass set equal to the free-electron mass~solid lines! and with use of realistic values ofmf ~dashed
lines!. Model potential~MP! wave functions have been used for the description of all single-particle states entering Eqs.~4!, ~6!, and~11!.























Decay rates of image-potential states on Cu~100! with
quantum numbern<3 are presented in Table IV, togeth
with the experimentally determined lifetimes reported
Refs. 18 and 19. As before, the wave vector of the ima
state parallel to the surface,k11, has been set equal to zer
all the wave functions entering Eqs.~4!, ~6!, and ~11! have
TABLE IV. Calculated decay rates, in linewidth units~meV!,
and lifetimes, in femtoseconds~fs!, of the n<3 image states on
Cu~100!, together with the experimentally determined lifetimes
Refs. 18 and 19. In the case ofn52 andn53, contributions from
decay into the lower lying image states are also displayed.
screened interaction has been evaluated within theGW-RPA.
Model potential~MP! wave functions have been used for the d
scription of all single-particle states entering Eqs.~4!, ~6!, and~11!.
The effective mass has been set equal to either the free-ele
mass or to the realistic values described in the text. The resu
introducing into Eq.~6! a realistic effective mass for all availabl
final states is displayed in parentheses.
Linewidths Lifetimes Experiment
n51 22~17.5! 30~38! 4066
n52 5~3.9! 132~168! 120615
n52 to n51 0.5~0.4!
n53 1.8~1.4! 367~480! 300620
n53 to n52 0.05~0.05!
n53 to n51 0.17~0.16!e
been chosen to be MP wave functions, and the screene
teraction has been evaluated within theGW-RPA. Decay














respectively, where( ft f
21 represents, as in the case of th
n51 image state, the decay rate from transitions to all av
able states lying below the projected band gap, andtn
21 rep-
resents the contribution from decay into the lower lying
image state. We observe that lower lying image states
give noticeable contributions to the decay rate of excit
i.e., n52 andn53 image states. Decay of these states i
the n51 image state results in linewidths that repres
;10% of the total linewidth. Decay of then53 image state
into the n52 lower lying state results in a linewidth tha
represents;3% of the total linewidth. We also observe th
both our calculated and the experimentally determined l
times of image states in Cu~100! increase withn as;1/n3,
in agreement with previous theoretical predictions.1 Discrep-
ancies between our calculated inelastic lifetimes of exci
















































11 802 PRB 60SARRIA, OSMA, CHULKOV, PITARKE, AND ECHENIQUEattributed to scattering with phonons, which occurs on a ti
scale (;1 ps) that is comparable for these states to
electron-electron relaxation time.
IV. SUMMARY
We have reported extensive self-consistent calculation
the imaginary part of the electron self-energy and the de
rate of image states on the~100! and~111! surfaces of Cu, by
going beyond a free-electron description of the metal s
face. We have found that the imaginary part of the elect
self-energy outside the surface is highly nonlocal, and h
found the magnitude of the maximum of this quantity
reach its highest value near the surface. We have prese
the results of calculations of the lifetime of the first thr
image states on Cu~100! and the first image state on Cu~111!,
and have focused on the impact of band-structure and m
body effects on these quantities. We have found that ba
structure effects on the evaluation of final-state wave fu
tions may be approximately accounted for throu
introduction of the restriction that only final states lying b
low the projected band gap are allowed, and the impac
the band structure through the evaluation of the scree
interaction has been found not to be large. We have sh
that simplified jellium models for the electronic respon
yield unrealistic results for the lifetime of image state
thereby a detailed description of the screened interaction
ing of crucial importance in the understanding of the orig
of image-state lifetimes. We have evaluated the screene


























schemes, depending on whether XC effects are not inclu
(GW-RPA) or they are included through the introduction
a XC hole around screening electrons only (GW-TDLDA
or around both the image-state electron and screening e
trons (GWG-TDLDA). We have reached the important con
clusion thatGW-RPA calculations produce decay rates th
are very close toGWG-TDLDA calculations, which are ob-
tained with full inclusion of XC effects. With the use o
either the free-electron mass or more realistic effect
masses for all final states, decay rates of then51 image
state on Cu~100! are found to be smaller than those of th
n51 image state on Cu~111!. The large bulk-state overlap
on Cu~111! is found to be approximately counterbalanced
the band gap extending on the Cu~111! surface below the
Fermi level, and differences between decay rates on
~100! and~111! surfaces of Cu are found to be mainly due
the large contribution, in the case of Cu~111!, from decay
into the crystal-inducedn50 surface state located within th
projected band gap. The results we have obtained for thn
51 image-state lifetime on both surfaces of Cu with use
realistic effective masses, which are;20% below those ob-
tained withmf51, are in excellent agreement with expe
mentally determined decay times.
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